Cylindrical Confinement of Nanocolloidal Cholesteric Liquid Crystal
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ABSTRACT: The organization of nanocolloidal liquid crystals in constrained geometries has fundamental and practical importance, since under confinement, liquid crystals contain stable topological defects that can serve as templates for nanoparticle organization. Three-dimensional confinement of cholesteric (Ch) liquid crystals formed by cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) have been extensively studied; however, their two-dimensional confinement remains under-investigated. Here, we report the results of systematic experimental studies of two-dimensional confinement of Ch−CNC liquid crystal in cylindrical capillaries with varying inner diameters. Confinement resulted in phase separation of the Ch−CNC liquid crystal into a Ch shell formed by concentric CNC pseudolayers with the helicoidal axis perpendicular to the inner surface of the capillary walls, and a micrometer-diameter isotropic core thread running parallel to the long axis of the capillary. The morphology of the confined Ch−CNC liquid crystal varied when progressively increasing the degree confinement. Finally, we show that phase separation of the Ch−CNC liquid crystal into a Ch shell and an isotropic core is preserved in flexible capillary tubing, suggesting the applicability of this system for the fabrication of flexible optical waveguides.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on the geometric confinement of nanoparticles (NPs), molecules, and liquid crystals are of fundamental and practical importance in the soft matter field. In particular, one-, two-, or three-dimensional confinement of liquid crystals breaks the symmetry of their equilibrium states and stabilizes topological defects (representing distorted regions of the director), thus giving rise to novel structures and patterns. Two-dimensional confinement of liquid crystals in narrow capillaries and three-dimensional confinement in spherical droplets have given rise to new modes of packing, self-assembly, and phase separation, with promising applications of those assemblies in optics and sensing.

Furthermore, confinement can provide insight into the self-assembly that occurs in biological liquid crystalline systems such as the cornea and the exoskeleton of insects. Confinement of nanocolloidal liquid crystals, as opposed to molecular mesogens, may pave the way for designing new materials. Micrometer-sized topological defects in nanocolloidal liquid crystals can compartmentalize guest NPs, thereby precisely directing their organization in three-dimensional space. In addition, NP-laden droplets of colloidal liquid crystals exhibit interactive morphogenesis, with not only the liquid crystal directing self-assembly of NP guests but also the guest NPs altering the morphology of the liquid crystal host. Notably, the self-assembled structures are not solely governed by the confinement geometry but are also dependent on the NP shape and surface chemistry.

Rod-shaped cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) have attracted immense interest from the research community, which is largely due to the formation of a cholesteric (Ch) liquid crystal by aqueous CNC suspensions. It has been established that three-dimensional confinement of Ch−CNC suspensions in spherical droplets strongly impacts the morphology of the liquid crystal. For example, Ch−CNC droplets with diameter of ~90 μm had a core–shell structure with an isotropic core and a Ch shell, with CNCs forming concentric pseudolayers parallel to the droplet interface with a continuous phase. With droplet diameter reducing below 20 μm, the confined Ch−CNC phase adopted a bipolar planar morphology.
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ment of nanocolloidal Ch–CNC liquid crystals has been explored, reports on their two-dimensional confinement remain scarce. Notably, by analogy with the results of studies of molecular mesogens, confinement of nanocolloidal liquid crystals in narrow capillaries can be used for the investigation of their relaxation dynamics, the formation of defects, and for applications in optics as low-loss waveguides. A study of the confinement and drying of the CNC suspension in capillaries with a rectangular (50 × 1000 μm) cross-section revealed the formation of a monodomain crystalline film. In a second study, confinement of CNC suspension in capillaries with a circular cross-section was used to study the relaxation dynamics of Ch–CNC liquid crystal. A systematic investigation of how the degree of confinement influences the assembly of the Ch–CNCs is still lacking.

Here we report an experimental study of cylindrical, two-dimensional confinement of the nanocolloidal Ch–CNC liquid crystal. We show that upon confinement of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal in a narrow capillary, it undergoes phase separation into a Ch shell formed by concentric pseudolayers of Ch–CNCs with a helicoidal axis perpendicular to the capillary wall and a micrometer-diameter isotropic core thread that runs parallel to the long axis of the capillary. To explore the impact of the degree of confinement on CNC organization, we generated a “confinement gradient” by introducing a Ch–CNC liquid crystal in a capillary with a tapered geometry. Finally, we show that confinement-induced phase separation of Ch–CNC liquid crystal into an isotropic core thread and a Ch shell is preserved in flexible tubing, thus paving the way for the generation of flexible waveguides.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Materials.** An aqueous 12.2 wt % CNC suspension was purchased from the University of Maine Process Development Centre. Fluorescein YG carboxylated dispersions of 243 nm-size latex NPs were purchased from Polysciences, Inc., and microscopy immersion oil was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada. Borosilicate glass capillaries were purchased from Hampton Research (inner diameter of 100 μm) and Sutter Instruments (inner diameter 900 μm). Teflon tubing with an inner diameter of 327 μm (catalog # 58698-U) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Canada.

**Confinement Experiments.** A 4.0 wt % CNC suspension was equilibrated for 7 days until it phase-separated into a top isotropic phase and a bottom Ch phase. The Ch-phase with CNC concentration of 4.16 wt % was separated from the isotropic phase and introduced into a borosilicate glass capillary and equilibrated for another 96 h. Video S1 shows stacked POM images of the Ch–CNC shell and the diameter of isotropic core were determined by image analysis of the POM images using ImageJ (NIH).

The Ch–CNC suspension was mixed with a 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate monomer, a poly(ethylene glycol) diacylate cross-linker (Mn = 5 kDa), and a photoinitiator (Irgacure 2959) and allowed to equilibrate for 7 days for phase separation into the isotropic and Ch phases. The recipe of this mixture is given in Table S1, Supporting Information. After completion of phase separation, the bottom Ch–CNC suspension containing polymerization precursors was separated and injected into the capillary at a flow rate of 0.15 mL h⁻¹. After equilibration for different time intervals, the capillaries were subjected to ultraviolet irradiation (20 mW/cm², λ = 365 nm) for 15 min. After polymerization, the capillaries equilibrated for another 96 h.

**Segregation Fluorescent NPs in the Isotropic Core of Confined Ch–CNC Liquid Crystal.** The fluorescein thiocyanate (FITC) labeled 243-nm-diameter polystyrene latex NPs had an electrokinetic potential (ζ-potential) of −18 mV. The CNC suspension was mixed with a dispersion of latex NPs to give a final volume fraction of the NPs of φNP = 2.4 × 10⁻³. Over 7 days of equilibration, the mixture of CNCs and latex NPs phase-separated into an isotropic top phase and a Ch bottom phase, both containing latex NPs. The bottom Ch–CNC liquid crystal was introduced into the capillary and equilibrated for 25 days. Confocal fluorescence microscopy was used to examine the distribution of latex NPs in the confined Ch–CNC liquid crystal.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Phase Separation of Ch–CNC Liquid Crystal in the Capillary.** The rod-like CNCs had average diameter and length of 18 and 185 nm, respectively (Figure S1, parts A and B, Supporting Information). Owing to the anionic sulfate half-ester groups on their surface, the CNCs had a negative ζ-potential of −44.1 ± 5.8 mV. Polarized optical microscopy (POM) imaging of the Ch–CNC phase revealed a multidomain pattern with a characteristic stripe structure (Ch pseudolayers) of tactoids (Figure S2, Supporting Information).

The Ch–CNC liquid crystal was loaded into the capillary with an inner diameter of 100 μm and equilibrated for different time intervals. The morphology of the confined liquid crystal was examined using POM, with the polarizer and analyzer positioned at ±45° to the long axis of the capillary. Parts A and B of Figure 1 show the POM image of the Ch–CNC suspension in the plane located 50 μm from the inner capillary wall, that is, at the middle plane of the Ch–CNC thread, after 120-h equilibration, while Video S1 shows stacked POM images of the Ch–CNC thread at different focal planes. The image revealed phase separation of the Ch–CNC suspension into a Ch...
shell and a dark isotropic core, with each phase forming a thread parallel to the long axis of the capillary. Under higher magnification, a characteristic striped structure of the Ch–CNC shell was observed, with pseudolayers of CNCs aligned parallel to the capillary wall surface. This core–shell morphology in the constrained directions was analogous to the structure observed for the Ch–CNC phase under spherical confinement in droplets, with concentric parallel pseudolayers forming a Ch shell around an isotropic core. The average pitch of the Ch–CNC pseudolayers (defined as double the distance between the centers of two adjacent stripes) was 7.3 ± 0.3 μm (N = 50). The isotropic core had an average diameter, rs, of 18.4 ± 1.3 μm (N = 50). The Ch–CNC morphology did not change over 240 h of equilibration of the Ch–CNC phase in the capillary (Figure 1C).

The existence of the isotropic core thread in the confined Ch–CNC suspension was further verified in several ways. First, we submerged the capillary filled with the Ch–CNC suspension in mineral oil with a refractive index of 1.51, that is, closely matching the refractive index of borosilicate glass of 1.52. The POM images of this system revealed the dark isotropic core thread and a Ch shell (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Second, by rotating the crossed polarizers (Figures S4 and S5 and Video S2, Supporting Information), we have verified that the central region is most commonly isotropic/disordered, rather than an unwound paranematic-like structure, albeit several Ch–CNC threads contained a paranematic central core, as we will discuss below. Finally, in several experiments, prior to introducing the Ch–CNC suspension into the capillary, we mixed it with fluorescent 243 nm-diameter polystyrene latex NPs with ζ-potential of −18 mV to give a final NP volume fraction of ϕNP = 2.38 × 10⁻³. Notably, in previous studies, we have shown that addition of anionic 243-nm-diameter polystyrene NPs added to macroscopic suspensions of Ch–CNC suspensions to the concentration of ϕNP = 2.4 × 10⁻² does not disrupt the Ch structure. Similar to the observations made for the Ch–CNC suspension confined to spherical droplets, we observed partition of fluorescent latex NPs into the isotropic phase (the core thread), thereby forming a fluorescent strand in the center of the capillary (Figure 1D).

The images in Figure 1A–C correspond to an equilibrium structure under the confinement, with tangential boundary conditions for CNCs at the capillary wall surface, in marked difference with equilibrium flat pseudolayers generally observed for macroscopic Ch–CNC liquid crystals. The confinement leads to a radial orientation of the helical axis, along which the

Figure 1. Confinement of Ch–CNC suspension in the capillary. (A, B) POM images of a 4.16 wt % Ch–CNC suspension confined to a 100 μm-diameter capillary after 120 h of equilibration, observed under low (A) and high (B) magnification. (C) POM images of the Ch–CNC suspension as in part B after 240 h of equilibration. Red dashed lines in parts B and C indicate the location of the capillary walls. (D) Confocal fluorescence microscopy image of the capillary filled with a mixture of Ch–CNC suspension with FITC-labeled polystyrene latex NPs (ϕNP = 2.38 × 10⁻³). The green thread in the middle of the capillary represents fluorescent NPs partitioned in the central isotropic core (λex = 488 nm). The dashed red lines outline the capillary walls. Scale bars in parts A–D are 100 μm. Yellow arrows in part A indicate the orientation of the polarizer and analyzer. (E) Schematic depicting 2D confinement of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal in the capillary. Red helicoids indicate the rotating director field.

Figure 2. Evolution of Ch–CNC structure under two-dimensional confinement. (A–E) POM images of the Ch–CNC suspension equilibrated in the 100 μm-diameter capillary for different time intervals. Scale bars are 50 μm. Yellow arrows indicate the orientation of the polarizer and analyzer. (F) Temporal variation in the diameter of the isotropic core thread. (G) Temporal variation in pitch (double period) of the confined Ch–CNC phase.
local orientation of the CNCs (described by the director field $\mathbf{n}$ that is orthogonal to $\mathbf{h}$) twists in space. Figure 1E shows a schematic of the cross-section of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal under 2D confinement within the capillary. The inner diameter of the capillary is defined as $R$, while the diameter of the isotropic thread is defined as $r_i$. The red, twisted ribbon structures correspond to the twisted helicoidal director $\mathbf{n}$, while the white concentric rings correspond to the bright regions of the pseudolayers in the POM images shown in Figure 1A–C. The dark gray region in the center of the cylinder depicts the disordered isotropic central part of the cylindrically confined Ch–CNC sample.

**Evolution of the Core–Shell Structure of Ch–CNCs.** The evolution of the “core–shell” morphology of the confined Ch–CNC liquid crystal was examined by POM during the equilibration time (Figure 2A–E). Immediately after introduction into a 100-μm-diameter capillary (Figure 2A), the Ch–CNC suspension exhibited a multidomain Ch structure with random $\mathbf{n}$ and $\mathbf{h}$ orientations. The evolution of the core–shell morphology occurred gradually, with multiple tactoids merging and changing the orientation of the director, until CNC pseudolayers were arranged parallel to the capillary walls. Within 3 h, dark regions emerged in the center of the capillary, and a characteristic striped structure of the Ch–CNC suspension appeared next to the capillary walls (Figure 2B). After 6 h of equilibration, a well-defined isotropic core thread evolved in the capillary center, which did not relax over at least, 168 h (Figure 2E). Figure 2F shows that the diameter of the isotropic core thread increased from $11.2 \pm 1.1$ to $15.6 \pm 1.2$ μm during 72 h of equilibration and subsequently did not change when examined at longer time intervals. The average pitch of the Ch–CNC structure was at $7.8 \pm 0.5$ μm over the entire equilibration time (Figure 2G). Polymerization vitrified confined Ch–CNC suspension after different time intervals of equilibration (Figure S6, Supporting Information).

The results shown in Figure 2 differ from the report on the relaxation of the core–shell morphology of the Ch–CNC thread under two-dimensional confinement in the capillary, that is, the disappearance of the dark core thread after 24 h through a transition from a paranematic-like unwound core to a Ch core. Several key differences between our systems can lead to the different behavior of the confined CNC suspension. First, in our experiments, the concentration of the CNC suspension introduced in the capillary was $4.16 \text{ wt } \%$, while a $2.7 \text{ wt } \%$ CNC suspension used in the previous work. The higher concentration could result in higher elastic energy of the liquid crystal in the capillary center, thereby favoring the transition to the isotropic state and leading to slow relaxation. We also note that the CNC sources were different in two works, which could result in their different dimensions, surface chemistries, and charges, all of which could influence the formation of the isotropic phase and Ch phase with different pitches, relaxation dynamics, and the size and orientation of the Ch domains.

**Origin of the Axisymmetric Phase Separation.** Cholesteric liquid crystals can exhibit structures with a nonsingular ordered central region in the form of the so-called $\lambda^+$ disclination and coaxial cylinder-shaped pseudolayers from the center to periphery of the capillary. In this case, the singularity in $\mathbf{n}(r)$ can be avoided through the so-called “escape in the 3d dimension” via axisymmetric twist, with $\mathbf{n}(r)$ along the cylinder axis in its center. Our experiments, however, reveal that the Ch–CNC liquid crystal confined to the capillary tends to form an isotropic thread in the central region in the capillary core, which is surrounded by the Ch shell, as shown schematically in Figure 1E. To gain qualitative insights into the origin of this effect, we consider the elastic free energy under the conditions of such confinement (Figure 1). Within a coarse-grained model of Ch liquid crystals and at a distance from the long axis at the capillary center larger than the pseudolayer thickness, the elastic free energy can be approximately expressed in terms of a gradient of the helical axis field, $h(r)$. Assuming that the contribution of the splay term can be neglected and that both the pseudolayer thickness and the density of CNCs remain constant, the free energy density can be expressed as $f_\text{e} = K_i \ln(h(r))^2/2$, where $K_i = 3K_{33}/8$ is an elastic constant describing the energetic costs of splaying $h(r)$ expressed in terms of the Frank elastic constant $K_{33}$ that is associated with the bend-type deformation of $n(r)$. The concentric arrangement of curved Ch pseudolayers shown in Figure 1A reveals a radial configuration of $h(r)$, as shown in Figure 1E. By integrating $f_\text{e}$ in a cylindrical coordinate system for the radial $h(r)$ observed in experiments (shown Figure 1E), one finds the elastic free energy per unit length of the capillary as $F_\text{e} = (3\pi K_{33}/8) \ln(R/r_\text{m})$. Thus, toward the center of the capillary, the elastic energy increases because of the strong splay deformation of $h(r)$ and bend of $n(r)$. This increase in energy is consistent with our experimental results, as the central energetically costly region in the capillary center is replaced with the disordered phase (an isotropic core).

We admit that the formation of the dark region in POM images (shown in Figure 1A–C) could also correspond to the formation of a paranematic-like unwound region which replaced several Ch pseudolayers, thus avoiding the strong curvature of these pseudolayers and strong bend-type deformations of $n(r)$ near the central region of the capillary. In this case, the isotropic vs. paranematic core regions could be distinguished based on the existence of a sharp interface between the isotropic domains and the paranematic regions in the capillary core, as we show in Figure 3A.

**Effect of the Variation in the Degree of Confinement.** To examine the limits in the formation of the linear isotropic core thread, we confined Ch–CNCs to capillaries with an inner diameter of 50 μm (Figure 3A, strong confinement) or 1200 μm (Figure 3B, weak confinement). Under strong confinement conditions, we observed the formation of nodes on the isotropic core thread with a diameter of $5.3 \pm 0.4$ μm, which were separated by the distance varying from 23 to 137 μm (Figure 3A). In contrast, under weak confinement, the Ch–CNC liquid crystal exhibited a multidomain structure (Figure 3B) that was characteristic for the unconfined Ch–CNC suspension, as shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information.

Close inspection of POM images of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal in the capillary with diameter of 50 μm revealed an interface between the paranematic phase and an isotropic phase (shown with arrows in Figure 3A, highlighted in the inset). The fact that the isotropic and paranematic phases in the central region of the capillary can coexist is not surprising, as they both arose to alleviate the frustration that would be otherwise caused by the strong curvature of Ch layers in the capillary center.

To examine the effect of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal confinement within these two extremes, we introduced the Ch–CNC suspension into a capillary with a tapered geometry, thereby producing a “confinement gradient.” The Ch–CNC suspension was introduced in a capillary with a tapered geometry with an inner diameter varying from 94 to 900 μm, thereby producing a “confinement gradient” (Figure 4A). Figure 4A shows a brightfield image of the capillary with the tapered geometry.
High magnification POM images of regions with varying degrees of confinement are shown in Figure 4B, in which a dark and linear isotropic thread persisted in the capillary with a diameter of up to 445 μm. When the capillary diameter increased, the Ch shell became wider, as it contained more Ch pseudolayers. Interestingly, these added pseudolayers were angled away from the middle of the capillary to remain parallel to its inner walls. At the capillary diameter >870 μm, the Ch−CNC shell exhibited large defects. At the inner diameter of 900 μm, the core−shell morphology of the Ch−CNC thread was lost, and the confined suspension exhibited a multidomain structure.

The effect of confinement on the morphology of the confined Ch−CNC liquid crystal was characterized by examining the variation in pitch of the Ch shell, the number of pseudolayers in the Ch shell, and the volume fraction of the isotropic core. As the capillary diameter increased from 50 to 110 μm, the pitch increased from 7.0 ± 0.3 to 8.6 ± 0.4 μm (Figure 4C). Above a capillary diameter of 110 μm, the increase in pitch became more gradual; that is, it changed from 8.6 ± 0.4 to 9.1 ± 0.4 μm (Figure 4C). This result suggests that, under strong confinement, the Ch−CNC pseudolayers were compressed, while under weaker confinement, the pitch leveled off, approaching the value that was characteristic for the macroscopic Ch−CNC liquid crystal under equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, as the diameter of the capillary increased from 50 to 370 μm, the number of pseudolayers increased linearly from 14 to 75, indicating that they were continuously added through the edge dislocation defects, as is shown in Figure 4D. These edge dislocations are reminiscent of those formed in wedge-shaped cells with small dihedral angles.35,36

Notably, the volume fraction of the isotropic core, determined as $\phi_{\text{core}} = r_i^3/R^3 \times 100\%$, depended on the degree of confinement (Figure 4E). As $R$ increased from 47 to 278 μm, $\phi_{\text{core}}$ decreased from 4.1 to 0.3%. This result is consistent with the effect of confinement-induced separation of Ch−CNC liquid crystal. POM image of the confined Ch−CNC liquid crystal in the capillary with a diameter of 50 μm (A) and 1200 μm (B). Inset in part A shows a high magnification region that highlights the paranematic phase. Equilibration time was 7 days. Polarizer and analyzer are placed at $\pm 45^\circ$ with respect to the sample. The scale bar is 100 μm in part A, 50 μm in the inset, and 500 μm in part B. Yellow arrows indicate the orientation of the polarizer and analyzer.
spherical confinement of Ch–CNC liquid crystal, where increasing confinement in smaller droplets resulted in an increase of the volume fraction of the isotropic core. 57

**Confinement of Ch–CNC Thread to Flexible Capillary.**

Being motivated by the utilization of confined nematic, smectic, and Ch liquid crystals as waveguides, 29,31,37 we introduced the Ch–CNC liquid crystal into a flexible Teflon tubing with an inner diameter of 327 μm and equilibrated it for 72 h. Subsequently, the tubing was bent with tweezers (Figure 5A).  

![Figure 5](https://example.com/figure5.png)

_Figure 5._ Ch–CNC-based flexible optical waveguide. (A) Photograph of the bent flexible Teflon tubing filled with Ch–CNC suspension. Scale bar is 1 mm. (B) POM image of the region highlighted in part A. Yellow arrows indicate the orientation of the polarizer and analyzer. Scale bar are 500 μm. (C) High magnification image of highlighted region in part B that reveals the Ch-pseudolayers. Scale bar is 25 μm.

Figure 5B shows a higher magnification image of the Ch–CNC thread in the tubing in Figure 5A submerged in a refractive index matching liquid (isopropyl alcohol/mixture water with an alcohol concentration of 70 v/v%). Notably, without the refractive index matching liquid, refraction at the air–Teflon tubing interface obscured visualization of the Ch–CNC structure; however, due to Teflon’s crystallinity, the utilization of the solvent mixture did not completely compensate the visualization of the tubing walls. We note that the Teflon tubing is birefringent (Figure S7, Supporting Information), and thus the polarizer and analyzer had to be rotated to ±90° to observe the core–shell structure of the Ch–CNC thread. Figure 5B shows a POM image of the fragment of the confined Ch–CNC liquid crystal: an isotropic core thread in the center of the tubing, which was surrounded with a Ch–CNC shell (Figure 5, parts B and C).

The average pitch of the Ch-layers was 5.8 μm (N = 50), and the core diameter was 16 ± 3.5 μm (N = 50). In the tapered glass capillary at the same inner diameter (327 μm), the pitch was 9 μm (N = 50, Figure 4C), that is, substantially larger than the pitch observed in the flexible Teflon tubing. This difference can be attributed to the different surface energies of the walls of Teflon and glass. Notably, the isotropic core thread was curved with a radius of curvature of 4.9 mm, indicating that the adaptability of the Ch–CNC thread to flexible environments with curved geometries.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We investigated the organization of Ch–CNC nanocolloidal liquid crystal under two-dimensional confinement in narrow cylindrical capillaries. In the absence of confinement, Ch–CNCs form a liquid crystal with a mosaic pattern of multiple domains of flat, parallel pseudolayers and random orientation of the helicoidal axis of the director field, \(\hat{n}\) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). 35 Confinement in capillaries alters the Ch structure by curving the pseudolayers such that they arranged into concentric rings with a radial arrangement of \(\hat{n}\) (Figure 1E). The radial arrangement of \(\hat{n}\) leads to an increase in elastic energy in the capillary core, which resulted in axisymmetric phase-separation of the Ch–CNC liquid crystal into a Ch shell and an isotropic core, both spanning over the entire capillary length. The evolution of the core–shell morphology occurred by merging tactoid domains and changing the orientation of the director until the CNC pseudolayers were arranged parallel to the capillary walls. To examine how progressive confinement impacts the structure of the confined Ch–CNCs liquid crystal, we generated a “confinement gradient” by introducing it in the capillary with a tapered geometry. With decreasing capillary diameter (or increased degree of confinement), the pitch and the number of the pseudolayers reduced, and the volume fraction of the isotropic core increased.

Finally, we showed that the core–shell morphology of the confined Ch–CNCs is retained in flexible capillaries. Given that liquid crystalline phases are utilized as optical waveguides, 29,31,37 we propose that two-dimensional confinement of Ch–CNCs in flexible tubing could be used for the preparation of bendable waveguides. In addition to the potential application of the confined phase-separated Ch–CNC liquid crystal threads in optical devices, this work enhances our understanding of the role of confinement-induced organization of nanocolloidal liquid crystals.
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